TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:

Weeks of August 3\textsuperscript{rd} and August 10\textsuperscript{th} (as of 8.4.15)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of August 3\textsuperscript{rd} and August 10\textsuperscript{th}. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF August 3\textsuperscript{rd} (as of 8.4.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

\textit{Specials}

3 BAD DATES, 1 SOULMATE – Thursday, August 6

\textit{Season Finale}

BRIDES GONE STYLED – Thursday, August 6

TUESDAY, AUGUST 4

9/8c

LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – \textit{“FINDING OUR WAY BACK HOME”}
Matt and Amy set aside their marital issues to launch the family’s new salsa business. With the wedding only a few months away, Zach gets fitted for his custom suit, and Tori goes dress shopping with the girls. Jeremy considers his future in LA.

10/9c

MY GIANT LIFE – \textit{“WE ALL HAVE OUR UNIQUENESS”}
Nancy’s prom date meets her family. Colleen’s matchmaker sets her up again, this time with a shorter man. After finding her father, Lindsay arranges to meet him for the first time in 16 years. With her wedding day right around the corner, Haleigh shops for a wedding dress.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5

9/8c

LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – \textit{“FEELING BLUE”}
When the family’s beloved dog Blue passes away, everyone is in mourning. Leah plans a memorial service for him, and Sofia decides to open a lemonade stand to raise money for a dog rescue charity.

9:30/8:30c
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “HOUSE CALLS”
When Leah tells Angelo she wants to make renovations to their home, things quickly escalate, and they may end up buying a new house, instead! Leah tries to put Shannon’s wild hypochondria to rest by convincing her sister to see a doctor.

10/9c
I AM JAZZ – “HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY!”
Jazz and her siblings arrange a special Mother’s Day surprise for Jeanette. Jazz worries her siblings think she gets treated like the favorite child.

10:30/9:30c
I AM JAZZ – “I’M READY TO EXPLORE BOYS’”
Jazz wants to explore the dating scene but is still figuring out her own sexuality. Jeanette and Jazz attend a support group with other transgender people who share their stories and guidance on transgender dating.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6

9/8c
LOVE, LUST OR RUN – “MARISSA”
Marissa is studying to get her doctorate in child psychology, but her style is more Jersey Shore than educated professional.

9:30/8:30c
BRIDES GONE Styled – “HEAVY METAL MEETS HIGH FASHION”
Heavy metal singer Nicole wants to wear a wedding dress with a corset, leather and chains down the aisle, but her family is not on board. Robert and Gretta teach Nicole that she can rock a classic wedding look without losing an edgy style.

10/9c
3 BAD DATES, 1 SOUL MATE
Every woman knows sometimes you kiss a few frogs before finding “the one”. For April and Rana, they recap three of their most cringe-worthy dates to later reveal who became their husbands.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9

8/7c
ANSWERED PRAYERS – “HIS HEALING HANDS”
A Detroit pastor is home alone when an intruder breaks in, stabbing him 37 times before leaving him for dead. A tragic fall leaves a pole-vaulter with a critical head injury. Now, it will take the hand of God to spare their lives.

9/8c
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “ALFRE WOODARD”
Alfre Woodard goes on a journey searching for her grandfather’s roots, and she finds a relative who endured one of the most horrifying periods in American history but accomplished an extraordinary feat.

WEEK OF August 10th (as of 8.4.15)
OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – Thursday, August 13

Season Finale
MY GIANT LIFE – Tuesday, August 11

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11

9/8c
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD
As preparations for Zach and Tori’s wedding continue, Amy launches a charity mud run at the farm. Amy and Matt navigate their new working relationship, as he builds the obstacle course to her specifications. Matt launches a big cleanout at one of the barns on the farm, but the family is thwarted by a swarm of honeybees.

10/9c
MY GIANT LIFE
Episode description not available at this time.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12

9/8c
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “GIVE IT A SHOT, LEAH!”
Leah agrees to record a podcast with her longtime friend Michelle Visage even though she doesn’t fully understand what a podcast is! Meanwhile, the entire Remini family plans a night of competitive bowling, but things quickly get out of hand.

9:30/8:30c
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “WHO’S THE JOKE ON?”
When Sofia tells Leah she wishes they had a more “traditional” home life, Leah goes all out and plans a special evening for the entire family. Vicki wants to crash Shannon and her friends’ girls night out, but her outrageous antics always raise eyebrows!

10/9c
I AM JAZZ – “SO THE DAD IS NOW MOM?”
Ari’s friend Zach surprises her with a personal revelation that shocks her and Jazz. Meanwhile, with Ari home for the summer and getting back to her musical roots, she encourages Jazz to join her for an open mic night.

10:30/9:30c
I AM JAZZ – “WE DON’T READ THE COMMENTS”
While creating a mermaid tail for an upcoming photo shoot, Jazz comes across a death threat posted online. Jeanette re-examines whether or not the family has acted in Jazz’s best interest over the past few years.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 13

9/8c
LOVE, LUST OR RUN – “JAKKI”
Jakki is a 19-year-old band manager who only wears baggy black clothing, leading people to assume she’s a menace to society, when she’s really anything but.

10/9c
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY
World-famous daredevil Nik Wallenda and his wife Erendira plan to renew their vows. This time around, Erendira wants to throw a beautiful, traditional wedding. Of course, as seventh and eight-generation circus performers, Nik hopes to somehow incorporate their unique performance heritage into the wedding.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 16

8/7c
ANSWERED PRAYERS – “ALL IS NOT LOST”
A boy is buried in a massive sand dune. A mountain climber gets lost in a snowstorm and becomes desperately injured. An Ohio woman goes without a heartbeat for 62 minutes. Will faith and the power of prayer be enough to save their lives?

9/8c
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “INTO THE ARCHIVES”
This special episode digs into its archives and features highlights throughout the seasons including triumphs and tragedies, delightful discoveries and sobering moments. It also unveils outtakes and never-before-seen footage from the “Who Do” vault.